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ABSTRACT 

 

As computers and geographic information systems (GIS) technology improves, more 

advanced visualization and analysis becomes possible. One area of GIS technology that is seeing 

improvement is the development of 3D GIS data. The primary focus of this project was to 

explore three types of building models that can be created from varying quality data and used by 

a wide variety of users. Using ESRI software, the goal was to provide guidance for GIS users to 

develop high quality 3D data relevant to their specific needs. Examples of created 3D products 

are photorealistic-textured buildings, thematically symbolized buildings, and 3D renderings 

designed for interior navigation. The resulting data were compiled into an interactive web 

application for visualization and making comparisons between methodologies. All methods 

involved using 2D building footprint source data and leveraging the attributes and geometry to 

create 3D structures. These models provide viewers with additional information that would be 

impossible to convey in two dimensions, such as viewing a route that occupies the same space on 

different floors of a building, like navigating between offices or classrooms. Interior navigation 

is one of many examples of an application that can be built upon the fundamental 3D data 

examined in this project. Additionally, institutions or organizations seeking to develop their first 

3D data from 2D data could potentially use the findings of this project to inform their decisions 

and start supporting the advancement of 3D GIS at a faster rate than if they were to attempt to 

develop these data independently. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 On a University campus, there are myriad user groups and use cases that could leverage 

3D GIS data. What building models exist to represent structures in a 3D map such that they can 

be utilized by a wide variety of campus users when the quality of the source data is widely 

variant? This project sought to explore several conceptual building models within the ESRI 

ArcGIS environment and create an interactive 3D web map for the University of Arizona main 

campus (all UArizona-owned buildings south of Lester Street, west of Campbell Avenue, north 

of 8th Street, and east of Euclid Avenue). This was done using ArcGIS Pro to render 3D data in 

several unique forms to demonstrate how 3D GIS can be used in different scenarios depending 

on the amount of data available and the specific use cases in question. Specifically, I examined 

the methods to create simple massings of structures for planning or thematic studies, detailed 

buildings with high quality roof forms to enhance the realism of thematic or planning studies, 

photorealistic buildings for marketing and aesthetic purposes, and expanded buildings that can 

serve as the foundational GIS data for interior navigation and space management visualizations. 

This paper will detail in-depth procedures for creating and manipulating these data in ways that 

can be used to approach a variety of problems depending on the quantity and quality of the 

source data available.  

 First, I examine the background associated with 3D mapping and its evolution over time. 

I will then present different methods that have been deployed in mapping the University of 

Arizona main campus in 3D. Each building model is discussed in its own section that focuses on 

the benefits and requirements of each model. Following this, I evaluate the use cases for each 

presented method and display some of the resulting data. I conclude by summarizing the 
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proposed methodologies and discuss future opportunities for the University of Arizona and other 

similar organizations to use and expand upon the framework laid out in this paper. 

Mapping in Three Dimensions 

Traditionally, cartography has depicted the real world as an abstraction in two 

dimensions, bound by the restrictions of paper maps. Globes were an early foray into three-

dimensional (3D) cartography but were also limited in scope to only depict the most significant 

topographical changes across the surface of the planet. Digital geographic information systems 

(GIS) allow cartographers to depict more advanced 3D objects, but required computing power to 

generate these features. Often the computing cost was typically too prohibitive for most users to 

explore 3D mapping beyond rendering simple geovisualizations. Recent technological 

advancements in both software and hardware have dramatically improved the ability to render 

and analyze massive amounts of data in 3D which continues the evolution of 3D GIS. As the 

technology to create and use 3D GIS becomes more and more approachable for small 

government, organizations like universities, and businesses, there will be a need for clear 

procedures for best-practices to establish datasets for use in 3D. This project sought to explore 

some of these methods within the ESRI ArcGIS environment and will detail in depth procedures 

for creating and leveraging these data in ways that were previously inaccessible to most GIS 

users. 

3D GIS shares fundamental components of two-dimensional (2D) GIS, in that most 3D 

data originates from 2D data as a point, line, or polygon and is converted into a 3D object for 

consumption. These 3D data are a stored in a new data type in the ESRI environment, called 

“multipatch,” which uses a series of objects called ‘patches’ to store symbolic and geometric 

information about a 3D shape (ESRI, Multipatches). These multipatch features provide the 
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benefit of being consistent shapes and sizes across different map documents or projects. When 

2D data is extruded into 3D in ArcGIS Pro, the extrusion settings do not get stored within the 

data; instead, the features are simply 3D renderings of 2D data. The conversion from an extruded 

2D feature into a multipatch feature encodes that extruded geometry into the new data and as a 

result creates a true 3D object. Multipatch features can be created without source 2D data, but for 

the purpose of this project we will be exploring the transition from 2D data into 3D data.  

There are many different options for leveraging 3D data depending on source data 

quality, advanced data availability, and the ultimate use-case for the 3D data that is being 

created. In a study conducted using trailhead maps, participants had a visual preference for 3D 

maps over 2D maps when viewed at the start of their hike (Schobesberger and Patterson, 2008). 

Other exploration of this discussion has revealed that participants perform better using 2D maps 

on mobile devices than 3D maps, possibly due to exposure over time to 2D navigation compared 

to the relatively new advent of 3D mapping techniques and technology (Oulasvirta et al., 2009). 

3D map visualizations can be helpful in comparison with 2D maps when viewed by an 

uninformed user, given the additional context of building height or structural details combined 

with traditional map elements such as basemap features and labels. Within educational contexts, 

students have often demonstrated a preference for 3D map products over 2D map products 

(Hegarty et al., 2009). However, some members of the geography community have expressed 

concern related to the actual usefulness of these 3D map products. Such commentary includes 

discussing how 3D features can decrease overall visibility via obstruction of other features and 

how we as humans are typically much more comfortable navigating space with a 2D map 

product (Hegarty et al., 2009, St. John et al., 2001, Wickens et al., 1989). 3D data provides a way 

to visualize an additional variable when symbolizing a feature. Maps of interior spaces are also 
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an area of interest when comparing 2D and 3D visualizations. On a 2D map, coincident floors 

cannot functionally be displayed at the same time, making providing directions to a user require 

changing the map view from one floor to another. In 3D, however, it is possible to show these 

building floors at the same time in addition to contextual information like a route navigating up 

or down a set of stairs or elevator. 

3D Mapping at the University of Arizona 

At the University of Arizona, one of the first drivers for creating a 3D campus map was 

to visualize the area in a way that enhanced navigation for unfamiliar students, faculty, and 

visitors to the campus. After developing a simple 3D building dataset, the University of Arizona 

Enterprise GIS (UArizona EGIS) group sought to explore other ways to leverage this 3D data, 

including visualizations for planning purposes, analysis related to the impact of building height 

on helicopter takeoff and landing trajectories at the nearby hospital, and more. In some analyses 

done by the UArizona EGIS group, height was a function of a specific building attribute like the 

approximate building value while the color represented a different variable like the building age. 

This comparison would have required more complex visualization in 2D, where users would 

have had to compare two distinct products side-by-side rather than being able to see the 

comparisons directly on the same view. The UArizona EGIS group had completed the 

development of high-quality 2D building footprints, floorplates, and roof forms for each building 

on campus before the beginning of this project. These data were the foundational source for the 

exploration of additional building models within the project. The Space Management team 

within the Department of Planning, Design & Construction has a catalogue of georeferenced 

CAD drawings and room polygon feature classes that were also leveraged in the creation of the 

advanced building models. 
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Building Models Introduction 

This project created definitions for three categories of 3D building data that can be 

created from differing quality levels of data and be used for a variety of purposes. Simple 

buildings, the first category, can be created from a single building footprint feature class that 

contains generic height information such as the total number of floors within that building. 

Intermediate buildings, the second category, require slightly more source information but 

improve the rendering quality significantly. Intermediate buildings leverage a series of feature 

classes, one for each floor of the building, called “floorplates.” A building footprint is defined as 

where the structure touches the ground surface and is often distinct from floors above the ground. 

Floorplates encapsulate these differences and allow for more refined representations of the 

above-ground features. The floorplates must have attributes that define their floor and ceiling 

elevation data. In this project, the floor and ceiling elevation data was collected from detailed 

printed architectural drawings maintained by the University of Arizona Facilities Management 

department. These drawings contain, among other things, the floor and ceiling elevation recorded 

above ground for each floor and occasionally also the heights of other building features like 

parapets or exterior walls. Intermediate buildings also incorporate data regarding the roof forms 

of each building. The roof feature class must be z-enabled in order to properly represent the 

different structures and elements present. Advanced buildings go further to improve the amount 

of information conveyed by 3D GIS data.  

The advanced buildings require all the components of an intermediate building, and then 

were utilized in two different ways for this study. The first advanced building type is a 

photorealistic structure, and the second is a prototype visualization that we are calling an 

‘expanded building’. Both building visualizations have been and are also being developed in 
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other locations in some varied forms, but this paper presents the methods employed by the 

UArizona EGIS team to create these data products. Photorealistic buildings expand upon 

intermediate buildings by also creating an exterior wall feature class that is then textured using 

imagery obtained specific to that building in real life. Exterior features like signs, ductwork, and 

specific patterns of masonry can be encapsulated in these textures. These textures are then also 

stored in the multipatch feature information and can be copied or moved while maintaining the 

custom photorealistic symbology. Expanded buildings are primarily designed for viewing 

interior information and rely heavily on existing space data. By working with room polygons 

created from CAD drawings, interior spaces can be extruded and converted into 3D GIS data as 

well. Depending on the quality of the CAD drawing, there may be work required to prepare this 

data for interior wayfinding and network analysis as well. 

This project focused on a relatively small-scale area of interest, the University of Arizona 

main campus located in Tucson, Arizona (Figure 1). The campus occupies nearly a half square 

mile of space and 300 University buildings were selected to render in 3D for this project. The 

quality of the construction drawings and CAD documents for these buildings varies, as the 

campus is very old with some building drawings originally dating back to the late 1800s. CAD 

drawings have evolved in complexity over time as well, from single-line drawings that do not 

accurately represent wall thickness to highly detailed drawings in the current versions of CAD. 

The UArizona EGIS team has extensive building footprint, floorplate, and roof datasets that were 

used for this project. Previously, within the ESRI environment 2D and 3D GIS had to be done in 

separate software instances like ArcMap, ArcScene, and ArcGlobe (Al-Rawabdeh et al., 2014). 

The software used for this project was primarily ArcGIS Pro for data creation and manipulation, 

as well as using functionality of ArcGIS Online for data visualization and publishing. Space data 
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was sourced from CAD drawings prepared using AutoCAD software, elevation data was 

furnished from a combination of reading architectural construction drawings and Pictometry, an 

aerial imagery product created through a special procedure of collecting and processing 

orthometric and oblique aerial imagery so that height measurements can be extracted, provided 

by EagleView. 
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Figure 1. University of Arizona Main Campus study area. The Planning Boundary outlines the area where buildings 
were rendered in 3D for this project. 
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METHODOLOGY 
 

Simple Building Model 

Simple 3D buildings require two primary components for creation within ArcGIS Pro: 

building footprints (or the building extent) as polygons, and within those polygons an attribute 

that can be used to approximate total building elevation. The source data must be loaded into 

either a Local Scene or Global Scene in ArcGIS Pro to enable 3D rendering and manipulation. 

Global Scenes are used for data that is referencing a world-based coordinate system and are 

required for publishing into a web scene for ingestion in a web app while Local Scenes are best 

for smaller-scale visualizations using local coordinate systems (ESRI, Choose global or local). 

Once the data has been loaded into either scene type, the feature class properties must be opened 

to access the feature class Elevation settings. Within the Elevation settings, the features should 

be set to appear “on the ground” because there is no additional information to utilize for their 

precise placement. With the building footprints layer selected in the Contents window, the 

Appearance tab will display in the top ribbon of the Pro project window. Selecting the 

Appearance tab, the Extrusion settings can be manipulated to create the 3D building effect from 

the 2D polygon data. Using the expression builder for the extrusion settings, I used an 

approximate average floor height (twelve feet) and multiplied that height by the field containing 

the attribute “Floors,” which is an integer value representing the total number of floors in each 

building polygon in the dataset. The software then executes that expression for each polygon, 

creating 3D renderings based on the appropriate data for each polygon.  

In order to then create permanent 3D features from the 2D extrusions, the geoprocessing 

tool “Layer 3D To Feature Class” must be used. This geoprocessing tool converts the display 
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properties of the 2D polygons into multipatch features where the respective z-value data is 

encoded into the feature geometry. Depending on the situation, it may be desirable to group the 

features by a different attribute, which can be accomplished by populating the parameter “Group 

Field” within the tool menu. Grouping features by a different attribute is useful for a variety of 

reasons, including thematic groupings (ex: athletic buildings) or functional groupings (ex: all the 

individual floors of a building). There is an additional checkbox that can be used to strip away all 

symbology applied to the feature, which is useful if it is anticipated that the features will likely 

need to be symbolized in a variety of ways. If this box is left unchecked, the existing symbology 

will become permanent in the multipatch features and all future symbology changes will happen 

on top of the existing symbology. During this project, this checkbox was always used to ensure 

that future use of the data would not be influenced by the symbology selected during the data 

creation process. 

Intermediate Building Model 

 Intermediate buildings require the foundational data necessary for simple buildings, but 

also require additional polygon data related to each building floor. Prior to this project, building 

floorplates were created for each floor in each building on the main University of Arizona 

campus. These floors were stored in polygon feature classes based on the floor number in the 

building; each “ground floor” was stored in a feature class called “FloorPlateGround,” and each 

floor above or below that ground floor was stored in a feature class with a code referring to the 

distance above or below the ground floor. Floorplates could not be stored with conventional 

names like “second” or “third” floor because many buildings actually have their primary floor 

completely or partially below-grade, and the “second” floor in the building may be the ground 

level. Using the “A1, A2, A3” (‘above-1’, ‘above-2’, etc.) and “B1, B2” (‘below-1’, ‘below-2’, 
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etc.) code in the feature class names normalized these differences between buildings to have each 

nominal ground floor in the same layer. 

 Each floorplate polygon for each building also requires a series of attributes that detail 

the specific elevation for that floor in that building. The required fields are for the floor elevation 

and ceiling elevation and were extracted from architectural drawings housed by the Facilities 

Management department. When going through the drawings it is important to observe the way 

that the elevation of each floor is presented. Depending on the architect, some floors are 

described as the height above ground level and others are described as above sea level. It is not 

obvious if there is a significant difference in the method which elevation is entered the 2D 

features so long as it is consistent across all features in the dataset. Inconsistencies in this step 

would lead to significant offsets in elevation once the buildings are visualized in 3D where some 

buildings would be floating thousands of feet in the air.  

 The elevation settings for the intermediate buildings are different than the simple 

buildings because of the additional specific elevation data collected from the architectural 

drawings. The features should be set to exist at a known elevation, specifically the floor 

elevation field, and then the feature class properties window can be closed. The extrusion 

settings for the floorplate layers will be different as well, where instead of using a flat 

expression, the extrusion expression will be equal to the field name of the ceiling elevation. 

These two settings combined will place the base of the floorplate features at their known floor 

elevation and extrude the polygons vertically up to the known height of the ceiling. While this 

fails to consider the reality of space between floors for things like utilities, it is a serviceable 

model for higher quality renderings of 3D space than the simple buildings model. 
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 The final components of the intermediate building model are the roof forms. The roof 

feature class is set to have a known elevation as well, where the eave elevation field is equal to 

the ceiling elevation of the highest floorplate. Roof structures like parapets and sloped faces had 

been previously digitized from aerial photos and Pictometry by the EGIS team, encoding the z-

values of each vertex into the polygon using the Attribute editor panel. By adding the z-values, 

the elevation settings for the roof feature class can be set so that the features know where they 

are based on the eave elevation field and then are extruded to the z-values stored in the geometry. 

Depending on the resolution of the aerial imagery and access to Pictometry, this procedure can 

result in extremely detailed roofs that dramatically increase the realism of the intermediate 

building model. Each component of the intermediate building model should be processed using 

the Layer 3D To Feature Class geoprocessing tool as well to generate the fundamental 

components of the advanced building model. 

Advanced Building Model 

 The advanced building model contains two distinct branches that meet different use 

cases. Photorealistic buildings use additional context from the real world to enhance 

understanding of building features and increase the familiarity of the digital scene to the viewer. 

Expanded buildings depict true interior features along an exaggerated z-axis to allow for refined 

visualization of interior space and allow for easily-intelligible navigation visualizations of 

buildings. 

 Photorealistic buildings in this project were developed by manipulating some data used 

previously in the simple and intermediate building models in addition to new room polygon data 

from CAD drawings. The first step in creating these buildings was to generate an exterior wall 

feature class to serve as the primary surface for texturing the building exterior. Depending on the 
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shape of the building and the differences between floorplate shapes, this process may range from 

simple to very complex. Ultimately, the final digitized exterior wall polygon needs to 

encapsulate all the exterior surfaces of the building from the ground to the height of the building 

roof. If additional structures exist on top of the building roof, like a utility closet or elevator bay, 

then an additional exterior wall polygon will need to be created. In general, the exterior polygon 

needs to be a hollow shell polygon that extends about one foot from the edge of the floorplates, 

so that when a floorplate is turned on with the building exterior simultaneously, the entirety of 

the floorplate should be contained inside the exterior wall, and the places where the floor touches 

the wall should exist as expected in reality. After creating the polygon for the exterior wall, it 

should be extruded to the appropriate roof height and then converted into a multipatch feature.  

Once it has been processed into multipatch, images can be applied to each face using the 

Multipatch Texture tool in the Modify Features pane in the top ribbon of ArcGIS Pro. Textures 

must be loaded in as images, then can be applied with a single click to a face. After applying the 

texture to the face of the feature, the texture image can be modified using the interactive window 

that appears by default in the bottom-right of the ArcGIS Pro workspace. Within this window the 

texture can be scaled, rotated, or shifted in order to appropriately capture the true texture of the 

building. For complex buildings, this process is very time intensive and often requires many 

different images of what someone may think is the same texture. It is advised to take high 

resolution photos of every possible angle that is accessible while collecting the imagery for 

texturing. Using the Vertices tool in the Modify Features panel, portions of the multipatch 

feature can be cut to allow users to assign various textures on a flat building surface. The 

Vertices tool can also be used to cut and manipulate the object to extrude or depress regions of 

the feature to create things like ductwork or parapets. In this model, the floorplates were 
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extruded to be an arbitrary one-foot thickness to visualize the floor, and then room polygons 

were created in 3D on top of the floorplate to fill the remaining vertical space that was occupied 

by a single polygon feature in the intermediate buildings model.  

Room polygons for each floor in each building were created using the CAD to 

Geodatabase geoprocessing tool. Depending on the quality of the CAD drawing, there will be a 

varying amount of processing required to create room wall polygons. After creating the room 

polygon geometry using the geoprocessing tool, the resulting feature class was joined to our 

space database table that contained room attribute information that would be used for 

symbology. Our space database contains extensive room information that can be used to relate 

the geometry of each room on campus to attribute information such as who owns the space, how 

it is categorized by use or type, and much more. Each polygon was selected and clipped by its 

own geometry minus 0.5 feet, leaving both resulting geometries as features. The thin boundary 

around the main polygon for each room was extruded to four feet and the main polygon was 

extruded by one foot to provide depth and visual context while keeping each room individually 

clickable. The features were then exported to a new feature class to make the joined data 

permanently part of the feature, then the new feature class was exported into multipatch features. 

At this point, the user has the option of merging the polygons based on attributes (for example, if 

there was a common room ID that could join the room floors to the room walls, it could be 

designated and then the two features would be a single feature following the export to 

multipatch). 

After the geoprocessing tool finished, the multipatch features can be symbolized using 

the attributes from the space data. For this project, we decided to visualize the room walls and 
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floors using the department that owned the space, providing users of the map with a clear view of 

where and how space was allocated by department within the building across all the floors. 

The final component of this project was to create an interactive web application for 

interacting with these data in an online medium. Viewing 3D data in a 2D output like a static 

image or map does not do the effectiveness and intricacy of the previously described 

visualization methods justice, so it was decided that this interactive component be added to the 

project. The first step to create the web application was to create and publish the 3D data in a 

global scene from ArcGIS Pro. Then, in ArcGIS Online Web App Builder, the published scene 

can be referenced as the data source and customized for aesthetic preferences in terms of widgets 

available and color schemes. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

 Simple, Intermediate, and both variants of the Advanced buildings were created as results 

of this project, in addition to an interactive web map application for viewing these models. 

Simple and Intermediate buildings exist at a campus-wide scale for the entire study area, as these 

required the least effort to generate from building footprints. An individual Advanced building 

was created for each of the two visualization methods. The Administration building (Figure 2) 

was selected for the Expanded Buildings prototype as it is one of the tallest buildings and would 

be effective for demonstrative the vertical exaggeration and had many unique floorplates and 

floor layouts for conveying how the space was laid out and occupied. The interior space is 

occupied by a small number of different departments which made the building a suitable 

candidate for demonstrating symbolization by ownership, given that there were not so many that 

it became an unrecognizable mess of colors, but had enough to present a unique visual 

appearance on each floor. The Ginny L. Clements Academic Center (CATS building) (Figure 3) 

was selected as the demonstration building for the photorealistic visualization approach. This 

building was selected because of its relatively simple exterior shape and size, while still having 

interesting details and features for testing the application of photorealistic textures. 
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Figure 2. The Ginny L. Clements (CATS) building rendered as an ‘Advanced’ photorealistic building. Intermediate 
buildings are displayed in the background. 
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Figure 3. The Administration building rendered as an 'Advanced' expanded building. Room polygons are 

symbolized using department ownership data. Intermediate buildings are displayed in the background. 

  

Each building model evaluated in this project has positive and negative characteristics. 

Simple buildings (Figure 4) can be rolled out very quickly and require little time to process or 

develop if the baseline building footprints and required height attributes already exist. The 

downside to using simple buildings is that once a certain scale threshold is crossed, the simple 

geometry serves as a strong reminder that the viewer is in fact looking at a significant abstraction 

of reality and could serve to reduce the efficacy of the map application. The lack of detailed roof 
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forms for the Simple buildings is another unfortunate consequence of the quick turnaround time 

for creating this product. 

 

 

Figure 4. Simple buildings depicted with a thematic symbology on top of a custom basemap. 

 

 Intermediate buildings require significantly more time than Simple buildings but bring 

additional levels of realism to the final data products that greatly enhance the presentation in the 

web application. The building floorplates used to achieve the true height representation are still 

connected to the space database and can be used to symbolize the buildings thematically (akin to 
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the Simple buildings) but have the additional complexity in their geometry that enhances the 

perception at larger scales. A negative effect of the increased geometric complexity is that it 

reduces the performance of rendering the features on low-power machines and slow internet 

connections. There is also a high cost in terms of time required to generate a floorplate for each 

floor of each building and then to also find the data related to each floor’s exact height. In many 

cases, organizations might not have access to the detailed construction or architectural drawings 

required to obtain the precise floor and ceiling elevations. In those situations, handheld LiDAR 

mapping may be an approach that becomes more feasible in time, otherwise they are limited to 

hand measurements or elevation measurements from tools like Pictometry. 
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Figure 5. Intermediate buildings demonstrating the possibility of advanced roof and building geometry. 

 

 Advanced buildings have the highest cost in terms of time required per feature, but also 

have the highest value when considering the potential use cases. It is estimated that the 

photorealistic building required approximately ten hours to complete in the first attempt and 

while that number will decrease as technology and methodology improves and becomes more 

familiar with the user, it is still a staggering commitment for an area that could contain hundreds 

or even thousands of buildings. The data storage required for texturing an entire campus is also 

potentially prohibitive for most organizations considering that each building will likely require at 

least five individual textures (for a very simple, unornamented structure) and potentially as many 
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as twenty or thirty textures depending on the complexity of the building surface. With drone 

imagery acquisitions, this number may be reduced, but even with a high-quality image from the 

best angle for each face of a building, the time required to manipulate the textures within ArcGIS 

Pro is substantial. Even in the face of all these costs, though, the presentation of a single, well-

made photorealistic building has been impressive to viewers. It stands to reason that a 

completely textured campus would be a powerful marketing tool for the administration in 

addition to a very useful map for visitors and students alike. Photorealistic texturing is also a 

logical step towards enabling a realistic augmented- or virtual-reality setting that could be used 

for marketing, orientation, and training of staff, faculty, and visitors. There are examples of first 

responders and police being trained in similar environments to improve tactical awareness 

without the requirement of disrupting ongoing campus activities, which would be a powerful tool 

for ensuring campus safety. 

 Expanded buildings require less time to develop than the photorealistic buildings, but still 

entail more effort than Simple or Intermediate buildings. The processing of each floorplate, room 

wall feature class, and room polygon feature class is time-intensive, and then each resulting 

feature class must be extruded with a vertical exaggeration consistent with the building’s true 

shape and layout. For the near future, it is likely that only a single building would be visible in 

this expanded form, but long-term plans include methods for displaying multiple expanded 

buildings simultaneously in a web application where consistency among vertical exaggeration 

would be important context for map users. Advanced symbology such as room categorization by 

departmental ownership also requires a wealth of data that may be unavailable or improperly 

formatted for immediate usage, as was the case in this project. The space database did not have 

an appropriate join key for use initially when this project began but was instead configured via a 
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series of complicated joins to other spatial data employed by UArizona EGIS. In order to avoid 

this in the future, it is recommended that the space data for interior spaces be set up in a way 

where each polygon contains a single unique identifier that can be used for joining across any 

number of different datasets, rather than one-off individual identification numbers that each have 

their own purpose. It is a case-by-case basis, and I am sure that there are scenarios where having 

multiple ID numbers is important, but based on the experience of this project, missing a global 

identifier was a significant hinderance in the data creation process. 

 Using the ArcGIS Online Web App Builder tool was simple and straightforward when all 

the data products were created using ArcGIS software. In other projects, working with files from 

outside the ArcGIS environment proved to be difficult to incorporate in an ArcGIS Pro project, 

but it is our understanding that these cross-platform products are being worked on to improve the 

workflow and ease of use. For very advanced web applications where there are greater than two 

thousand individual features, it is necessary to export the products as a scene layer package to be 

included in the web app rather than as web layers in ArcGIS Online for reference in a web scene. 

This is a hard limitation of the ArcGIS Online platform that will hopefully be relaxed or 

expanded in time as technology advances, but the workaround of publishing as scene layer 

packages is sufficient in the interim for most situations.   
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

The objective of this project was to create and examine a variety of 3D building models 

that could be made and used by organizations with varying quality data with differing use cases.  

The goal was met by consulting with industry leaders, working with the UArizona EGIS team, 

reviewing relevant literature, and by  rigorously manipulating a variety of datasets to examine 

the discussed methods and their effectiveness.  

University campuses are a densely-populated place that cater to the needs of a huge 

variety of individuals and organizations. Most universities have some form of GIS in place, but 

not many have implemented 3D data at a large scale. Three-dimensional cartography and 

analysis provide unique perspectives on areas that have traditionally only been considered in two 

dimensions. The additional context and detail provided by mapping in 3D can be leveraged by 

students, campus planners, university officials, and many more. The University of Arizona has 

been a leader in developing University-level GIS data and is regarded highly by peer institutions. 

The 3D exploration done by the Enterprise GIS team at UArizona demonstrates only a portion of 

the possibilities of utilizing 3D GIS. Simple buildings can be created with relative ease, even 

from a position where there is no existing GIS data.  

The simple building model provides organizations with a tool that can be expanded upon 

into more advanced models but is also good enough to be used in planning and analysis. 

Intermediate buildings are a logical entry point into 3D for most organizations that have 

developed their 2D GIS data. Tools like Pictometry or high-resolution aerial and satellite 

imagery are required to create the advanced roof form details, but the final product provides even 

higher-quality results when used in analysis. Advanced buildings address more specific use cases 
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than simple 3D analysis or visualization, and instead are very powerful tools at both 

administrative and academic levels. The models discussed in this project are highly specialized 

for the planning and marketing groups, but the possibilities of other types of advanced building 

models are virtually limitless. 

Future topics worth exploring in this vein would be implementing integration with virtual 

and augmented reality, determining the best data structures to have in place for integration with 

upcoming ESRI products such as ArcGIS Indoors, and developing a standalone method for 

creating interior wayfinding without the need of ArcGIS Indoors or a similar platform. Further 

investigation of methods to handle and process CAD data to allow for true wall thickness to be 

leveraged opposed to artificial six-inch thicknesses being applied via the clip tool would be of 

use for increasing the truthfulness of the representation. Another improvement related to the 

CAD import of data would be finding a way to leave doorways present without significant 

amounts of time being spent manually manipulating the data so that a network analysis could be 

performed; this step is likely critical for interior wayfinding to be feasible in this environment.  

Finally, leveraging the skills of a professional developer to implement web applications 

would dramatically increase the flexibility and customization potential of the ArcGIS Online 

Web App Builder. Their skillset could be used to manipulate the created and published 3D data 

in ways not possible using ‘out of the box’ technology.  
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